
Dear Board, 
Here is the ABC report. They hope to send drawings to us as soon as the architect sends them. Failing that, Larry 

will bring drawings Thursday night to show us the changes. In addition the ABC will submit a motion to us to move 

forward with construction based on the plans presented. Please email him your questions in advance if possible so 

we can get the answers we need to proceed. 
 

Larry: I met with Rob Montgomery and Joe and Jami Pizzo last Thursday to go over the latest revisions. Current 

deductions and total are as follows: 

 

Base Bid = $215,300 

 

Deducts: 

Hemcord window shield in place of special glass $3,000 

(This was shown as $5,000 assuming using shield system on all windows.We decided that we need to use reinforced glass 

for upper level greeting room windows. Joe said savings in using plywood instead of hemcord would be $1,000. Rob and I 

do not recommend doing this because of difficulty in storing and installing plywood, plus Rob doubts that it meets code 

for nonresidential building) 

Interior Painting $5,000  

(Bid price still includes external painting) 

Door/window modifications $5,000 

(Keep existing west side doors except central door, sub windows for east side doors, additional exit at location of south 

door) 

HVAC modifications est $10,000  

(Joe still needs to research with supplier, Rob's engineer to approve) 

 

Remove east side concrete terrace $1,700 

Sub roof surface on cupola to same as other metal roof $1,400 

Eliminate one floor drain for A/C unit $500 

Substitute PEX pipe for copper in plumbing $500 

Permit allowance $4,500 

(Joe determined building permit fee not required for churches) 

 

Total savings $31,600 

 

Total building cost $183,700 

 

New storage building estimated to cost $2,000, bringing total cost to $185,700 

 

Rob's time to modify plans plus cost during construction phase will be $7,500. This is a considerable contribution from 

Rob, since he estimates his actual time would normally be $12,200.  Current amounts payable include Rob's latest invoice 

for $1,086.10 plus the recently received invoice for $262.34 from Clay Hampton for attending our meeting several months 

ago. The invoice had been emailed to Kevin so I just saw it this week. with those two invoices plus Rob's remaining time 

our cost will be $194,548. 

 

The amount we currently have in our capital account is $203,537. With approximately $10,000 expected we should have 

about $213,000 by August 21. Additional amounts have been pledged. 

 

Using a conservative $215,000 we will have in the bank next week and total cost of $194,500, we will have enough money 

for the entire project within the week, including a contingency of $20,500. I believe this is sufficient to move forward and 

so recommend to the board.  

 

--  

Larry Meisner 

14 Over Dam 

Beaufort, SC 29906 

 

 


